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I. Introduction 

Electron transitions are an important class of chemical and biological reactions. The theory of 

electron transfer (ET) reaction is the subJect of persistent interest in chemical and biological 

ph~sics[1-11]. Environmental effects on these reaction in complex dynamical systems, such as 

biomolecules, have drawn much interest in recent years[12-14]. It is by now'well es~ablislied 

that proteins at room temperature fluctuate around their average structure, and that these 

fluctuations have an important role in the proteins function[15]. It h~s be~n suggested ih~t 

protein fluctuations open pathways for molecular motion, that are not available in the rigid 

proteins, by removing a steric hindrance or opening a gate[l6].. Moreover, molecular dynamics 

simulations and temperature dependent 1 H NMR spectra show that in porphyrin-quinon 

cycclophanes the conformational interconversions occur in solution[17]. Porphyrin serves as· 

electron donor and one of several substituted quinones serves as electron acceptor in the~e 
•:.· 

systems[ IS]. The temperature and detection-wavelength dependence ofth~ rates of the primary 

electron transfer reaction can reflect a distribution of reaction centers having differences in 
.t,· 

factors such as distances or orientations between cofactors[l9]. For the elucidation of the 
: : I •: '" .• ~ ' • 

mechanisms of electron transfer reactions in biological systems, the conformational variations 

must be incorporated into the model. 

At present there are several published papers dealing with the problem of the ET driven by . . 

conformational variations. For example, the gating of electron transfer by conformational 

transitions was ~ntroduced ~n work[20]. The gating is supposed to take place in cytochrome 
~ : 

oxidase[21], in the electron transfer between cytoch~ome 'c ,and'' special. pair' of 

bacteriochlorophylls in the .reaction center of several photosynt~eti<:_:ba~~eria[2_2], The dynarr1ic 

effect of donor-acceptor. vibrations. was displayed in the. dependence, of the nonadiabatic 
• ~ • ·• , ' 1 ··' •• «" • -. - r , ..., - • · _, ~. . . , : , .• ,. . • , ""· ~ , · . , •· .~ i , , , • , • 

electron transfer probability on the medium friction in the work[23]. The influence of 
:"'·" . .;-. -- ~· '· .. :t • _,_ .. -~:., ··.·~:.,·_"-·-,.·· ',_-;""· '·-·... ' -- ' 
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dichotomically fluctuating tunneling coupling on long-range electron transfer was studied in the 

work[24]. 

In the present work a simple model of the conformational variations of the system was u~ed. to 

formulate electron transfer. We assume that there are only two conformational states possible 

which we denote as A and B and the localization of electron does not act on the dynamics of 

conformational variations. It means that we suppose that transfer of electron does not change . ~ 

significantly the force field in which the system execute its conformational dynamics. The ET is 

possible only in the state A and in the conformational state B the electron trans(er reaction is 

completely interrupted: The conformational changes of the system are described as a classical 

telegraphic noise. Similar model was discussed in our previous papers[25,26] and in the 

work[27]. 

Our final aim is to get an analytical expression for the probability to find electron on donor at 

time t in the system where conformational variations are present. A functional integral 

techniques was used in the present paper to investigate how electron transport from donor to 

acceptor can be controlled by conformational variations of the system. The technical 

manipulations are similar to those advanced in the earlier works [28-33]: For simplicity , we 

consider the Hilbert space of the electron to consist of just those two states that are involved 

in the transfer. It is convenient to use the Pauli matrices for the operators in this space. 

II. Theory 

. The Hamiltonian of the system that we shall study is 

1 1 
H(t) = 2 d(c(t))ux +2(£0 + c(c(t)))u, (J) 

where L\(c(t) is the electronic coupling parameter, £0 + c(c(t)) is the bias (the reaction heat) 

between two equilibrium positions, Here, e 0 is a static bias energy imd e( c(t)) is a part of the 

reaction heat which depends on the conformational state of the system~ This time dependence 
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could arise, for example,. from interaction of electron with molecules of medium. Further, the 
. ~ ' . . . . ' . ' '-- . - - ' ' ' . - ' 

ax.z are Pauli spin matrices and c(t) representing random function of time. The electronic 
. . ' . - . -· . .. : ' 

coupling parameter depends on the mutual orientation of the donor acceptor pair[34J..We 

suppose that this orientation is sensitive to the conformational changes of the system. 

The electronic state associated with the !+!}eigenstate of u, (with eigenvalue +1) shaUbe 

designated as the donor electronic state. The other electronic base state is the acceptor state. 

We examine the dynamics of an electron which is at time t=O localized on the donor. At a later 

timet the system is then found again on the donor with probability W(t) 

W(t)=/j(+ljfexp[-iJ H(-r)d-rj+l) j
2

) 

\ 0 md 

(2) 

f is a time ordering operator ordering later times to the left. The bracket , ( ) is the ensemble 
. . ~ md . ·. . . . 1 , 

average over all possible realizations of c(t). Now we define the molecular dynamics of the 

system. We assume that there exist two conformational states A and B with free energies E. 

and Eb. The transfer between these two states is characterized by the"nmdom functi~n c(t) 

that take on any of two values which we denote a,b. This process is defined by the differential 

equation for conditional probabilities 

O,P(a, tjy, t0 ) =-A.?( a, tjy, t0 )+ ,UP(b,tjy, t0 ) 

O,P(b, tjy, t0 ) = -pP(b, tjy, t0 ) + AP(a:tjy, t0 ) 

with the normalization condition 

P(a,tjx,t0 ) + P(b,tjx, 10 ) = 1 

and initial conditions 

P(x, t0 jy, 10 ) = ox.y 

(3a) 

(3b) 
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Here, A. is the transition rate from state A to state B and J.l. is the transition rate from state B to 

state A. We suppose that these two parameters do not depend on the localization of the 

electrons. The stationary solutions of the equations (3) are 

P(a)=pi(J.+p) , P(b)=AI(J.+p) (4) 

The stationary solutions must fulfill Boltzmann condition 

P(a)/ P(b)= exp[-p(Ea -Eb)]= pi J. (5) 

where p = 11 k8 T. From equations ( 4) and {5) we get 

e -PE. 

P(a)- e-PE. + e-PE, 
P(b) = __ e-PE, 

(6) 

Now we write general expression for W(t) as a power series in .(\(c(t))[35] 

( 

«> I d(f ) 
1
'" d(f ) 12 d(f ) ) 

W(t)= I+L(-I)"fdt2. 2~" fdt2._1~ ..... fdt,,;-F(t"t 2 , ..... t2.) 

n=l 0 0 2 0 2 md 

(7a) 

where 

n q. t21 

F= L L exp{Li2 [&0 (t21 -t21_1)+ Je(r)dr]} 
{~1=±1} b'j=±l} j=l fl t,

1
_
1 

(7b) 

Now we sum over the possible values of the z1 (j=l,2, ...... ,n-l) and take the average over all 

realization ofc(t). We get 

«> ( J)2" t ,, 

W{t)=l+L(-1)"- 2"-'fdt2 ...... fdt,K,{tm}K2{t .. } 
n=l 2fl 0 0 

(Sa) 

·where was assumed similarly as in work [36] that fl(a) = J, fl(b) = 0. It was considered that 

electron transfer reaction can be completely interrupted by the fluctuations of electronic 

coupling. It results in the so called gated reaction since the electronic coupling fluctuates 

between 0 (gate is closed) and J (gate is open), and thus drives the electron transfer. 
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K1 {I:,}= ·L. exp{±i~ 1 &fi~·(/ 2~ -~121_ 1 ~} Ji K~1 (~:lz1.la,lz;-l) 
g,J pi I J=l 

(Sb) 

" 
n-1 

K 2 {t .. } = LP(x,tJa,t2.)n P(a,t21Ja,t 2) LP(a,t1Jy,O),P(y) ~Sc) 
x=a.b i=l __ _r=a,b • \ l 

where we introduce 

( 

i~j ''J . ) 
K~,(a,t~1.~~.121 _ 1 )= exp[Tz,!~(r)dr] a.a 

(9) 

,,, 
This is the expectation of exp[(i~1 lt1) Je(r)dr]under the condition that the system is'at 

11.;-1 

time 1
21

_
1 

in conformational state A and finds itself in' confonnational st~te A at'time t ;;'. 'i3y 

using the relations V,, 

L P(a,t1Jy,O)P(y) = P(a) , . L P(x,tJa, r) =I 
y==a.b x:::•1,b 

we obtain 

n-1 

K 2 {t .. } = P(a)n P(a,t21.,Ja,t2) ' ' (10) 
j=l 

where[26] ., 

I'( a, tJa, r) = P(a) + P(b)e·<A•J•Xt r) (I I) 

Generally the express! on for the K{,(a, tJa, r) is cu,IJlbersci~le -~nd so we preserit sor~1~ Ifmi.t'ed' 

cases. In these cases we assume without loss of generalization that &(a)~&(b) and A.~~l. 

Ill. High-modulation limit L·: ~. , ~i'li 

We first examine the high-modulation , limit. .In 1 this limit we, assume that 
,:, ~ ) 

-',, 

A.+ J.1 » [c(a)- e(b)] I fi. In this case we have[26]. .. ' ~ 

K~J (a, 121 I a, 121-1) = e'~,~m<<IJ-'•J-•l {P(b)e -<A•J•X'•r '•• 'l + l'(a)e -Her, ,, . .>} ( 12) 
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' [&(a)- &(b)]2 . 
where w=[&(a)+&(b)]l2hand 0= h2(A.+p) P(a)P(b). Aftersummmgoverthe 

possible values ±1 of the ~ (j=l,2, ..... ,n) in Eq.(8b) we get 

K. {tm} = Q 2co111{12i - lzi-• >]{ P(a)e -ecr,r'•j-ol + P(b)e -<~·,x•,r'21·•>} 

where 11 = &0 I h + w. Now we apply the Laplace transform to W(t). Defining 

oe 

W(p) = J e·P'W(t)dt 

.we get 

. W(p) = ..!._+ P(a) f< -I)"(J:)· ..!._ f(p)" g(p)"-• ..!._ 
~- ' p 2 •=• h p p 

1 P(a) J 2 f(p) I 
----z 2 JZ 
- p 2 h p 1+-j(p)g(p) 

h2 

where 

., 
f(p) = J e~P' cos11t{P(a}e"6

' + P(b)e·<M,>• }dt 

:,P(a) p+e +Pb p+A.+p 
(p+0)2 +112 () (p+A.+ p)2 +112 

"' 
g(p)~.J e~P' {P(a) + P(b)e"<~+"l' }dt = P + J.l 

.. 0 p(p+A.+p) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

In this section we calculate W(t) for the case of zero bias (11=0) and assume that e(a)=e(b). In 

this limit f(p)=g(p) and we have 

·-~~{p)'~..!_~ P(a) J 2 (p+~)(p+A+~) 
p 2p h2 Y 

pz(p+A+~)z +Ji2(P+~)2 
(18) 

:~ l \ 
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The expressions for the kinetics of the electron transfer are given by the inverse Laplace 

transformation of Eq.(18). The inverse Laplace transform is represented by a set of simple 

poles of W(p). Evaluating it we obtain 

P( )f 4 

W(t) = 1-~-z{a0 + 2:0ieP1 } 
2 h j=l 

'(19) 

with the amplitudes (a.,a2,a3 ,a4 eye!.) 

(p. + p)(p. +A.+ J.l) hz 

a. = P1 (p.- Pz)(P
1

- P
3
)(P1- P

4
)' ao = P(a)J2 (20) 

where 

1 i 1 i 
P1 = -2(A. + p- u) -2(J I h- v), p2 = -2(A. + p+u)-2(J I h + v) 

1 i ' 1 i . ' 
p 3 = -- (A. + J.l + u) + - ( J I h + v), p 4 = --( J. + J.l - u) +-( J I h - v) 

2 2 2 2 

1 J2 J2 yz 
( [ ]

112 

u= 2 (J.+p)2-hl+ ((J.+p)z-IJ")z+4hz(J.-p)z , 

( [ ]

112 
1 Jz Jz Jz 

V= 2 -(J.+p)2+h2+ ((J.+p)2-h2)2+4Ji2(A-p)2 

' ~ '. ~ 

In tlie nonadiabatic approximation we assume that J I h «A+~. From Eq.(19} we get 

1 1 {J J -~P(•)P(b)1 
W(t) =-+-co - P(a)t e A' A+J.L 

2 2 h 
. (21) 

This describes damped coherent oscillations· at a frequency w ':" P(a)J I h and a ET. rate 

k = f P(a)P(b) I h2(A+ ~).The frequency of oscillations depends on the probability to find 
. -: ~ · ... ·. ,. ,·' ~··· .. : ,;<~> ·_:,';· ..... : '.- ·_· . '· ."':.: ~ 

system in the state A from which the electron transfer is possible . This probability_ is defined by 

the free ene~gies of the conformational states A and B and does not depend o~ the tran.sition 

rates A,~. ',;.·f 
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In the adlabatic approximation we assume that J I h >> ').. + Jl·. We get 

W(t)=~{I+P(a)~os(fzt)e-u +P(b)~os(i~n t)e-"'} (22) 

This describes damped coherent oscillations with a fast frequency w, = J I tz 
t·.··' ' ' 

and electron 

transfer rate k
1 
= f.. and slow frequency of oscillationsw2 = hJ.p I Jwith electron transfer 

ratek
2 

= Jl. We have a adiabatic regime of elec!ron transfer where the electron transfer rates 

are independent on the electronic coupling, but is controlled by .the conforrnationai variations 

of the system. In this limit the slow frequency depends on AJl and through these parameters on 

both the viscosity of the medium and the potential barrier between the conformational states. 

IV. Slow-modulation limit 

Now we examine the slow-modulation limit. In this limit we assume that 

J., + p « [e(a)- e(b)] I h. In this case we have[26] 

K~, (a, lzi I a, t2i-•) = e'~, ... (t,,-r,,.,> e -A.cr,,-r,,.,> (23) 

where w. = (e0 + e(a)) I h and f(p) have the form 

,. 
p+J., 

(24) 
f(p) = (p+J.,)2 +w; 

' }~·'. .:, " ~J/{; .......- .)'~ 

Substituting the quantity f(p) defined in Eq.(24) into Eq.(IS) we get W(p) in the form 

J
2 

2 2 
- I P(a) "'jji(p+J.,)I {(p+J.,) +w.} 
W(p) = --

··· p 2p. J 2 p+J., p+p 
··" · p+ n 2 (p-t-;.,) 2 +w: p+A+JJ 

(25) 

' •.. 

~ C.' , , , ' ' ' ", '> 'C' ' > ' 

In this case we derive only the long tirrie behavior of W(t): We have 

·' . I I ~"· . , :j'p;.Jh' 
W(t) = -+-e (A.+pXJ

1
1h

1
+'-'+m.;>' 

' ' ·• 2 '2 ' ' 
(26) 

which results in the following expression for ET rate constant 

8 

J2p}.,f tz2 
k = 2(}., + p)(f I 11 2 +A2 +w;) (27) 

In the limit J 2 I h2 >> }.,2 + w; we have adiabatic electron transfer where ET rate constant 

yields the following form 

I pJ., 
k=1;.,+p 

In the nonadiabatic limit J 2 I h2 << }.,2 + w; the ET rate constant have the form 

( 
J)2 J.. 

k = 2P(a) 2h ;..z +w; 

(28) 

(29) 

. , I 

This result is similar to that which was obtained in our previous work[26] for the short 

correlation time r, of the solvent. In the absence of the molecular dynamics where J.. = 0. 

Jl = 0, P(a) =I quantity W(t) shows oscillatory behavior 

f I n2 
• 2 I I , , , 

W(t)=I- , , ,sm {t-.;w;+J·Itz·) 
(I); + J· I tz· 2 . 

(30) 

V. Discussion 

We have studied the·electron transfer in systems with two conformational' states where electron 

can be transferred only from the state which we denote as A. It was found an exact analytical 

non-perturbative solution for unbias case in the high-modulation limit. This allows to get the 

exact way by which the electron reaches its steady state in contrary to the works where only 

the rate constant was derived. The rate constant describes only the velocity by which the . .'· ' . 

electron reaches its steady state and does not tell anything about its oscillatory motion. 

We can see that conformatio~al changes ofthe system destr~y the oscillatory behavior' ofW(t) 

and causes 'a shift in the frequency of oscillations. The frequencies are influenced by the 

parameters /..., Jl which characterizes the dynamics of conformational changes. The damped 

coherent oscillations of population of donor state aie obtained in the high modulation limit In 

9 



the long-time limit t ---+ oo there exist an equal probability of finding the electron on the donor 

or acceptor. This is due to the parameters A,J.l which are not dependent on the localization of 

electron (what is assumption of our rnodei)and so neither of two electronic states is favored 

from the side of the bath. The temperature changes, viscosity of the medium, potential barrier 

between the conformational states have an influence on the frequency of oscillations through 

the parameters A, Jl. In the unbias case of high-modulation limit when the condition 

J fh >> A+ J.l is fulfilled or when J 2 /1i. 2 >> A2 + ro ~ is in the slow modulation limit the 

electron transitions are limited by the dynamics of conformational transitions imd do not 

depend on the electronic coupling J. Such dependence is a classification of the adiabatic limit. 

In this paper we also attempt to discuss the question: What is the influence of conformational 

variations of the system on the quantum tunneling ofelectrons in the biological systems. In the 

special case of conformational variations used iri present paper the ET rate increases with 

increasing of A,Jl in the adiabatic limit but the ET rate decreases in the nonadiabatic regime. 

From this follows that there must exist optimal dynamics of conformational variations with 

maximum value of.the;ET rate. This optimal dynamicscan be easily found in the case when 

A..= J.1 •. In the high modulation limit the ET. rate gets the maximum when 21.. = J !h. The 

probability to find electron on the donor can be expressed in the form 

. ' . 1 1 _!_, J J 
W(t)=-+-e 2h cos(-t)(l+-t) 

2 2 21i. 21i 
(31) 

. ' 
In this regime the ET rate has the same value as the frequen~y of the quantum oscillation. The 

maximum value of the ET rate is J /2h. In the long-range electron transfer which is of 

primary importance in biological systems characteristic value J 121i- 109 s·1 and typical value 
' -- _,,,;.. ' ' .' ' . ·.; 

of A. is of the same order. The optimal dynamics of conformational variations for electron . .. . . ~ - ' : ' . ' .. -. . ; ' ; . 

transfer can be achieved in the biological objects at some temperaturewhich is the most proper .. ' . ' 

for reaction' rate. 

10 

For the sake of clarity we do not incorporate the interaction of tunneling electron with the bath 

of harmonic oscillator into our model. Such model can be realized in the systems where 

conformational transitions are present . and the coupling of tunneling electron to vibrational 

modes of the environment is weak. 
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nyMaK1M. 
_ IlepeHoc 3IIei'TpoHa, ynpaBJJJieMbiH KOH<f>opMai ·. ., · .. , .. '· . 

-·.uawa OOIUM <f>PPMYII~pOBKa nepeHoca 3JJeJ 
KcmcpopM~'imoHH6Ie nepexoabl'. l13MeHeHHJI KO 
C, nOMOlUhJO ~Teiierpa<f>Horo ypaBHeHHJI. npenn 
MoJKeT:_·fih!Th~npepsa!-1 ·H3MeHeHHJIMH· X:oii~opM 
wcrioJib'JOB~H an napa~ qjyHKuiJoimJJ~Horo' HHTeiJ 
/. - ~ ~ . ' 

· CKOe BblpaJKeHJ.fe JliiJI BepOJITHOCTH HaXOJK)leHH: 
fioKaJaHo, '-ITo «MeeT MecTo KaK lieanwa6aTi1'-lec 

/ 1- 3JJeKTpOHa, KOHT~OIIHpyyMbi~-~O~<f>op~aUH~HH 

:P~6o~a s.~m~.fiiieH~ s Jl~6opaTopww TeopeTH 
ia OH51H. • f,, 

. _..,_ /' 

·~ 'I 

·.• ./ 
·~- /.· 
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• L ". -- ~. . . 
. C~o6meHHe Ofu.ellH!ieHHoro !lliCTHlyraliJtep« .. ~ ... - .· ' '·' -. ' \ . . 
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· · --_.A general form11·lation of .electron transfer 1 
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the, conformational transitions are present. The c' 
were describe as acl~ssic~) telegraphic noise. 'In 1 

transfer reacti-on 2a~ bec'ompletely interriJPt~d I 
coupling.· AJunctionai~iritegrai· approacn to the ct 
used .. We have- got' ex~ct analyticalnonpertur6a 
to -fi~d_ e]ectron on donor at timet~_ we· deri~~ 
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